New technologies and increased requirements for performances of digital systems require new mathematical theories and tools as a basis for future VLSI CAD systems. New or alternative mathematical approaches and concepts must be suitable to solve some concrete problems in VLSI and efficient algorithms for their efficient application should be provided. This paper is an attempt in this direction and relates with the recently renewed interest in arithmetic expressions for switching functions, instead representations in Boolean structures, and spectral techniques and differential operators in switching theory and applications.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
With increased complexity and more demanding practical applications, a continuous advent and improvement of VLSI CAD systems become imperative. The performance of these systems greatly depends on the suitability of the used mathematical theories and efficiency of the data structures for representing discrete functions.
The present state-of-art are VLSI CAD systems based on Boolean algebraic structures and related theories. However, alternative approaches are continuously presented from earlier times until now [17, 18, 20, 30, 31, 33, 35, 37, 48, 75] , and challenges of new technologies renewed interest in such research attempts. For more details, we refer to a discussion of the development of switching theory in Ref. [46] . Many tasks in logic design and VLSI can be performed through series of manipulations and calculations with different analytic expressions for switching functions efficiently in terms of space and time. In this setting, different AND/EXOR expressions [45] are considered as analogues of polynomial or polynomial-like expressions for real variable functions. The coefficients in these expressions are taken from the union of the set of function values and the set of the Boolean differences of all orders and with respect to all the variables. More closer analogy with real variable functions is achieved when the arithmetic expressions for switching functions are used [20, 32, 37, 74] . In these expressions, the coefficients are function values, with logic values 0 and 1 interpreted as the integers 0 and 1, and the partial Gibbs derivatives [23] .
Further applications of such expressions and related derivatives as an alternative for improving the performance of Boolean difference and other logic derivatives are ultimately related with efficient methods for their calculations. That offers a motivation for further considerations in this paper.
Differential Operators in Logic Design and VLSI
Differential operators are an important tool in signal processing. They are used to measure the rate of change of a signal, as well as to determine the direction of the change of it. The logic differential operators are used in a similar context in logic design and VLSI design regarded as subareas of signal processing devoted to the processing of a special class of signals, the logic signals [30, 31] . In these areas, differential operators are efficiently used to solve many important problems. For example, they have proved efficient in fault detection, functional decomposition, symmetry and co-symmetry properties detection. For more details, see for example Refs. [12, 46] . Moreover, there is some renewed interest in application of logic differential operators [1, 2, 27, 36, 49, 73, 74] .
However, in switching and multiple-valued (MV) functions theory, we are using finite algebraic structures, as for example, the finite (Galois) fields GF(2) and GF( p ), respectively. A problem in dealing with differential operators in such structures is that some properties of these operators vanish for the properties of the used algebraic structures. For example, the Boolean difference is considered as proper counterpart of differential operators for switching functions considered as functions in GF(2) [2, 66] . However, we cannot differentiate the direction of change of a switching function by the Boolean difference, since the addition and subtraction performed modulo 2 coincide, and a change from 0 to 1, and vice versa, produce the identical result. A similar problem appears with logic differential operators for MV functions.
Gibbs derivatives are a broad family of differential operators on groups, see Ref. [5] and references given there. For a review of more recent results, we refer to Refs. [55, 72] . Gibbs derivatives on finite groups are a subclass of these operators restricted to applications on discrete and digital signals defined at a finite number of points [54] . They are somewhere denoted as hybrid operators [24] , since are applied to functions whose arguments are taken in finite algebraic structures, and function values are allowed to be the integers, the real numbers, or the complex numbers. From this property, the Gibbs derivatives applied to switching and MV functions permit to overcome the above discussed problem in application of logic derivatives. Thanks to that, the application of Gibbs derivatives in logic design was suggested probably for the first time in Refs. [13, 14, 30] .
In these papers, the Gibbs derivatives on finite dyadic groups were used as auxiliary operators to determine all the possible Boolean differences of a given switching functions f efficiently in terms of space and time. Related applications of Gibbs derivatives in detection of symmetry properties of switching functions were suggested in Ref. [30] . Recently, applications of Gibbs derivatives in logic design were reviewed and further extended in Refs. [43, 64] .
For these reasons, we have found interesting to consider methods for efficient calculations of Gibbs derivatives through Decision diagrams (DDs), which are nowadays a standard part of CAD systems for logic design [12, 46] , and also are used in MV design [39, 56] .
The interest in Gibbs derivatives on different, not necessarily Abelian groups, has been found in recent works on different topologies for circuit design. The topologies derived from Fibonacci sequences are suggested to overcome some particular disadvantages of Boolean topologies [15, 16, 29] . Different groups may generate different shift operators, which may be useful in definition of new topologies for circuit synthesis. Therefore, for such and related applications, it may be useful to have developed efficient methods for calculation of Gibbs derivatives on finite not necessarily Abelian groups.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we briefly introduce some basic definitions and notations. In the third section, we give some basic definitions of the Gibbs derivatives on finite groups. In the fourth section, we give the matrix interpretation of these operators, which is used in their calculation by different methods FFT-like briefly reviewed in the fifth section. In the sixth section, we discuss the calculation of Gibbs derivatives on Abelian groups, and in the seventh section on non-Abelian groups through DDs. Some basic concepts in group representations, which may be useful in reading this paper are given in the Addendum.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Discrete Functions
Discrete signals defined on a finite set of a given number of g points are conveniently represented by vectors f ¼ ½f ð0Þ. . .f ðg 2 1Þ
T : Some algebraic structure should be imposed on the index set {0; 1; . . .; g 2 1}; as well as to the range of f, to get a mathematically tractable model for f.
The structure of a group G of order g is the weakest structure still permitting Fourier analysis for f useful in many practical applications [69] . The structure of a field P, which may be the real field R, the complex field C or a finite (Galois) field GF( p ) is usually assumed for the range of f. We denote by P(G ) the space of functions on G into P. It is often assumed, to provide the existence of the Fourier transform in P(G ), that 1. char P ¼ 0; or char P does not divide g, 2. P is a so-called splitting field for G, where char P is the characteristic of P.
We assume that G is a decomposable group,
where g i is order of the constituent subgroup G i . Each x [ G can be uniquely represented as
with In that case, f [ PðGÞ can be considered as an n variable function f ðx 1 ; . . .; x n Þ; x i [ G i :
Group Representations
Denote by K the number of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G over P. Each such equivalence class contains just one unitary representation.
Denote the K unitary irreducible representations of G in some fixed order by R 0 ; R 1 ; . . .; R K21 : We denote by R w (x ) the values of R w at x [ G: R w (x ) stands for a nonsingular ðr w £ r w Þ matrix with elements R ði;jÞ w ðxÞ; i; j ¼ 1; . . .; r w in P.
If G is representable in the form (1), then its unitary irreducible representations can be obtained as the Kronecker product of the unitary irreducible representations of subgroups G i , i ¼ 1; . . .; n: Therefore, the number K of unitary irreducible representations of G can be expressed as
where K i is the number of unitary irreducible representations of the i-th subgroup G i .
The index w of each unitary irreducible representation R w can be written as w ¼ P n i¼1 b i w i ; for w i [ {0; . . .; K i 2 1}; and w [ {0; . . .; K 2 1}; where
The functions R ði;jÞ w ðxÞ; w ¼ 0; 1; . . .; K 2 1; x [ G; i; j ¼ 1; . . .; r w form an orthogonal system in P(G ). This system is used in definition of the Fourier transform on finite, not necessarily Abelian, groups [64, 70] . For Abelian groups, it reduces to the group characters.
Example 1 (Abelian group)
Consider a function f given by the vector This function can be considered as a function on a group G ¼ ðG 18 ; DÞ; of order 18 into a field P ¼ C: This group can be represented as Since f is defined in 24 points, it can be considered as a function on a group G 24 ¼ C 2 £ C 2 £ S 3 ; where C 2 is the cyclic group of order 2, and S 3 is the symmetric group of permutations of order three. Thus, C 2 ¼ ð{0; 1}; %Þ; where % is the addition modulo 2, and S 3 ¼ ð0; ð132Þ; ð123Þ; ð12Þ; ð13Þ; ð23Þ; ·Þ: If the group elements of S 3 are denoted by 0,1,2,3,4,5, respectively, then the group operation of S 3 is shown in Table IV . S 3 is a nonAbelian group, and thus, G 24 is a non-Abelian group.
Since the values of f are all smaller than 11, we can assume that f takes values in a finite Galois field. In this paper, we chose the Galois field GF(11). Group representations of C 2 , and the group operation and group representations of S 3 , over GF (11) are given in the Addendum.
GIBBS DERIVATIVES
Differential operators denoted as the Gibbs derivatives were introduced first by Gibbs [23] for functions on finite dyadic groups under the name logical or finite dyadic derivative. This derivative was defined as a linear operator having the discrete Walsh functions [71] as the eigenfunctions. The concept was accepted by a number of authors and enlarged into the theory of Gibbs derivatives extending the concept of differentiation to TABLE I Assignment of matrices to the levels for calculation of partial Gibbs derivatives
arbitrary, not necessarily Abelian, groups. A general characterization of Gibbs derivatives can be given as follows [55] . 
Properties of Gibbs Derivatives
The chief properties of Gibbs derivatives on finite groups which permits their application in engineering practice, may be expressed as follows [55] .
D is a closed operator in K(G ). 2. The derivative of a constant
3. Convolution property: for each f 1 ; f 2 [ KðGÞ
where * denotes the convolution in K(G ). 4. The group characters x w for Abelian groups and the functions R ði;jÞ w ð·Þ for finite non-Abelian groups are infinitely many times Gibbs-differentiable functions. 5. The Gibbs derivatives do not obey the product rule, i.e.
for any f 1 ; f 2 [ KðGÞ;
6. Shift invariance: for each f [ KðGÞ DðT a f Þ ¼ T a ðDf Þ; where T a denotes the shift operator on G defined by ðT a f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxDaÞ; where D denotes the group operation in G.
Haar integral of derivative
For a review of Gibbs derivatives up to 1989, see Ref. [5] and the bibliography given there [25] . A review of recent developments in the area is given in Ref. [55, 72] .
MATRIX INTERPRETATION OF GIBBS DERIVATIVES ON FINITE ABELIAN GROUPS
Matrix notation proved very useful in formulation procedures for calculation of Gibbs derivatives. These procedures are based upon the matrix factorization permitting derivation of fast calculation algorithms resembling those in FFT theory [11, 40, 53] .
Definition 2 The Gibbs derivative D G on a finite noncyclic Abelian group of order g is defined as:
where X is the ðg £ gÞ matrix of group characters and G ¼ diagð0; 1; . . .; g 2 1Þ:
Matrix Interpretation of Partial Gibbs Derivatives
For a function f ðxÞ ¼ f ðx 1 ; . . .; x n Þ [ K; we define the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to the variable x i [ G i as a restriction on G i of the previously introduced Gibbs derivative on G.
Definition 3 Let G be representable in the form (1). The partial Gibbs derivative D i with respect to the variable x i is defined as:
where
( where^denotes the Kronecker product, D G j is the matrix representing the Gibbs derivative on G j and I j is ðg j £ g j Þ identity matrix.
Gibbs Derivative in Terms of Partial Gibbs Derivatives
The matrix D G representing the Gibbs derivative on a finite group G of order g can be expressed in terms of partial Gibbs derivatives as [53] :
where the coefficients a i are defined by Eq. (3).
Example 4 Thanks to that factorization, the Gibbs derivative on G 18 described in Example 1, can be represented in terms of the partial Gibbs derivatives on C 2 and C 3 as
where and I i , are the identity matrices of the order i.
Matrix Interpretation of Gibbs Derivatives on Finite Non-Abelian Groups
Matrix interpretation of Gibbs derivatives on finite Abelian groups can be extended to the non-Abelian groups by using the generalized matrix multiplications permitting calculations with matrices whose elements are matrices [34] . These matrix operations are defined in the Addendum.
Definition 4
The Gibbs derivative D G on a finite noncyclic Abelian group of order g is defined as:
where W and ( denote the generalized matrix multiplications permitting calculations whose elements are matrices.
Matrix Interpretation of Partial Gibbs Derivatives on Finite Non-Abelian Groups
For f [ PðGÞ; we define the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to the variable x i [ G i as a restriction on G i of the previously introduced Gibbs derivative on G.
Definition
where D G j is the matrix representing the Gibbs derivative on G j and I j is ðg j £ g j Þ identity matrix for j , i; and ðK j £ K j Þ identity matrix for j . i:
Gibbs Derivative on Non-Abelian Groups in Terms of Partial Gibbs Derivatives
The matrix D G representing the Gibbs derivative on a finite group G of order g can be expressed in terms of partial Gibbs derivatives D i as [53] :
where the coefficients b i are defined by Eq. (2).
Example 5 The Gibbs derivative for functions on the group G 24 in Example 2 is defined by
where the partial Gibbs derivatives are given by 
CALCULATION OF GIBBS DERIVATIVES
There are different approaches to efficiently calculate the Gibbs derivatives on finite groups. In this section, we discuss three of them.
Convolution Algorithms
From Definition 1, the Gibbs derivatives can be regarded as convolution operators and, thanks to that, can be calculated through convolution algorithms [40] . These algorithms can be derived in analogy to the convolution algorithms defined in terms of FFT [4, 10, 40, 41] . For the Gibbs derivative on a given group G, the algorithm consists of one direct Fourier transform on G, componentwise multiplication by the vector G and one inverse Fourier transform. The structure of these algorithms is shown in Fig. 1 . The complexity of the convolution algorithms for Gibbs derivatives is similar to that of the convolution algorithms in Fourier analysis. Time and space complexity approximate Oðn þ 1 þ nÞ and O(g ), respectively, if the in-place computation [65] is assumed.
FFT-like Algorithms
FFT-like algorithms for calculation of Gibbs derivatives are derived through the application of the Good -Thomas factorization [26] to the matrix representing the Gibbs derivative on a given group G [53] . Unlike the algorithms for calculation of Fourier transform on groups, the steps in FFT-like algorithms for Gibbs derivatives can be performed simultaneously. That approach reduces the time complexity at the price of the space complexity. Gibbs derivative on any finite group can be calculated in two steps. However, the space complexity approximates Oðng þ gÞ: The general structure of these algorithms is shown in Fig. 2 .
Example 6 FFT-like algorithms for the partial Gibbs derivatives on Z 18 are shown in Fig. 3 , where d i,j is the j-th element in the vector representing the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to the i-th variable D i f. The vectors of partial Gibbs derivatives multiplied by 9, 3 and 1, respectively, and added componentwise determine the vector representing the values of the Gibbs derivative of f.
Similar algorithms can be defined for the Gibbs derivatives on finite non-Abelian groups [53] .
DECISION DIAGRAMS
Decision diagrams are a data structure permitting compact representations of functions on finite groups [47] . In this paper, we use Multi-terminal DDs (MTDDs) [8] to represent discrete functions on finite, not necessarily Abelian groups. MTDDs are derived by the reduction of Multi-terminal decision trees (MTDTs), which are graphical representation of the procedure of enumeration of function values for f on a group G of the form (1).
Elements of such a group can be identified with the lexicographically ordered set of n-tuples ðx 1 ; . . .; x n Þ; x i [ G i : These n-tuples are generated through the recursive assignment of values for variables in f. This recursive assignment means that for x i ¼ s j ; s j a particular value in G i , the variable x i21 takes all the values in G i21 , before x i take the value s jþ1 in G i . Each variable corresponds to a level in the MTDT. The i-th level consists of nodes with g i outgoing edges. Each edge corresponds to a value for x i , and is denoted by the corresponding literal for x i .
The variable x 1 is assigned to the root node representing f. The outgoing edges of nodes at the level corresponding to the variable x n point to the constant nodes representing values for f at the points whose coordinates are labels at the edges in the paths from the root node to the constant nodes.
A MTDD for a given f is derived from the MTDT by sharing isomorphic subtrees and deleting the redundant information in the DT. Formally, a MTDD can be defined as follows. In a MTDD, edges connecting nodes at non-successive levels may appear. Cross points are points where such an edge crosses levels in the MTDD. Through cross points, the impact of the deleted nodes from the MDDT is taken into account. The concept of MTDD is explained and illustrated by the following examples.
Example 7 Consider the function f on G 18 into the Galois field GF(3) used in Example 1. This function is represented by the decision diagram in Fig. 4 .
Example 8 Figure 5 shows MTDD for f in Example 2.
CALCULATION OF GIBBS DERIVATIVES THROUGH DDS
After the publication of Ref. [8] , DDs are efficiently used in calculation of different spectral transforms and related Kronecker product representable linear operators, see for example, Refs. [9, 6, 7, 17, 19, 20, 21, 28, 38, 44, 50, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 68] .
Thanks to the recursive structure of matrices describing Gibbs derivatives, which originates in their representation in terms of Fourier transform on groups, it is possible to extend DDs methods to calculation of Gibbs derivatives. Both convolution and FFT-like algorithms for Gibbs derivatives are based upon the truth-vector representation of a given function f on G. Therefore, their complexity is determined by the order g of G. In practical applications, this limits the use of these algorithms to functions of a relatively small number of variables. Algorithms based on MTDDs permit calculation of Gibbs derivatives of functions of a considerable number of variables.
A procedure to calculate Gibbs derivatives is based on decomposition of Gibbs derivative into the linear combination of partial Gibbs derivatives in Eq. (3). It is derived as a generalization of the procedure for calculation of the Fourier transform on non-Abelian groups and as a modification of the procedure for calculation of Gibbs derivatives on finite Abelian groups through DDs [59] . The procedure consists of the following steps.
Procedure for calculation of Gibbs derivatives The partial Gibbs derivatives are calculated through MTDD for f and represented again by MTDDs. The Gibbs derivative is determined by adding MTDDs representing the partial Gibbs derivatives.
Calculation of Partial Gibbs Derivatives
The procedure for calculation of partial Gibbs derivatives is similar to that for FFT. The difference is in the processing rules applied at the nodes and cross points in the MTDD for f. For the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to x i , the nodes and cross points at the i-th level are processed by the rule determined by D i . The nodes and cross points at the other levels are processed by the rules determined by the identity matrices of the corresponding orders as determined in Definition 5.
Procedure for calculation of partial Gibbs derivative D i Given a function f on the decomposable group G of the form (1).
1. Represent f by the MTDD. 2. Descend the MTDD in a recursive way level by level starting from the nodes at the level to which x n is assigned up to the root node. 3. For j ¼ n to 1, process the nodes and the cross points at the j-th level by using the rule determined by D G j if j ¼ i; I ðg j £g j Þ if j , i; and I ðK j £K j Þ if j . i: The output from the processing of the root node is the partial Gibbs derivative of f with respect to the variable x i .
Abelian Groups
We derive the following procedure for calculation of the partial Gibbs derivatives of the function f given by a decision diagram. 
Procedure for calculation of D i
for i U 1 to n do
where S denotes the concatenation of vectors, D i (z k ,j r ) is the value of the i-th partial Gibbs derivative in the r-th node or cross point at the k-th level of the DD. D i ðz nþ1 ; j p Þ ¼ C p are the values of the constant nodes of the DD. The value of the partial Gibbs derivative D i is obtained as D i (q 1 ,0) .
The calculation procedure is performed through the manipulation of decision diagrams, which ensures its efficiency. All operations are performed over subtrees in the MTDT for f. Figure 6 shows the subtrees used in calculation of Gibbs derivatives on G 18 . Table I shows assignment of matrices to the levels in the MTDT for calculation of particular partial Gibbs derivatives. In practical implementations, calculations are performed over DD for f and advantages are taken from the compactness of the decision diagrams. The method will be further explained by the following example.
In the matrix notation, the calculation procedure for D 1 of f in Example 1 goes as follows.
First we process the nodes q 3,0 , q 3,1 , and q 3,2 , and the cross points by the matrix I 3 . Thus, the calculations reduce to the concatenations.
The calculation procedure is shown on the decision diagrams in Fig. 7a 6. Then, the nodes at level 2 in the decision diagram in Fig. 4 are processed by the matrix I 3 as is described by the following matrix relations. 
C 12 C C 13 14 C C C Calculation procedure is shown on the decision diagrams in Fig. 7b . 8. The value of the partial Gibbs derivative D 1 of f is determined by processing the root node in the decision diagram in Fig. 4 by the matrix Q 1 as is described by the matrix relation The calculation of the partial Gibbs derivatives with respect to x 2 and x 3 is performed in the similar way. The determination of the Gibbs derivative is done by using Eq. (4) which is performed over the decision trees representing the partial Gibbs derivatives in the same way as is suggested in Ref. [8] .
Non-Abelian Groups
The procedure for calculation of the Gibbs derivatives on non-Abelian groups through MTDDs is explained and illustrated by the following example.
Example 9 For f in Example 2 calculation of the Gibbs derivative on G 24 goes as follows.
To calculate the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to x 3 , we perform calculations determined by definition of D S 3 at the nodes q 3,0 , q 3,1 , q 3,3 and the cross point q 3,2 . In the nodes at the levels corresponding to x 2 and x 1 , we perform the identical mapping defined by I (2 £ 2) .
To calculate the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to x 2 , we perform the identical mapping determined by I (6 £ 6) at the nodes and cross point at the level for x 3 , the calculations determined by D C 2 at the nodes for x 2 and the identical mapping determined by I (2 £ 2) at the root node.
Similarly, to calculate partial Gibbs derivative with respect to x 1 , we perform D C 2 at the root node, while at the other nodes and the cross points the identical mappings I (2 £ 2) are performed.
1. Partial Gibbs derivative with respect to x 3 : Therefore, Each step of calculation can be represented through MTDDs. For example, Fig. 8 shows calculation of the partial Gibbs derivative with respect to x 3 for f.
CLOSING REMARKS
In this paper, we discussed different methods for calculation of Gibbs derivatives on finite groups. By combining powerful FFT-like algorithms together with new data structures for discrete functions, we were able to develop algorithms for efficient calculation of Gibbs derivatives.
Gibbs derivatives share useful properties of logic differential operators and spectral methods. Especially, compact matrix representations for functions on nonAbelian groups and their efficient representations through decision diagrams, offer a way for study of properties of switching functions through their Gibbs derivatives and relations in terms of Gibbs derivatives. In that way, the presented methods raise applicability of Gibbs derivatives in engineering practice.
It is believed that these algorithms are a suitable basis for further research in applications of Gibbs derivatives in the areas where the logic derivatives and spectral techniques are already used, as for example, logic design, verification and testing of logic networks.
Generalized Matrix Multiplications
For matrix formulation of Fourier transform on finite nonAbelian groups we need the generalized matrix multiplications defined as follows [52] . The product ½B(A is defined similarly. 
